For a complete discrete valuation ring O with residue eld F , a subgroup H of a nite group G and a homomorphism ' : H ! O , we de ne a functor V 7 ! V (H; ') from the category of OG-modules to the category of F NG(H; ')-modules and investigate its behaviour with respect to linear source modules.
Introduction
Let O be a complete discrete valuation ring with residue eld F = O= O of characteristic p > 0, and let G be a nite group. For a p-subgroup P of G, R. Brauer de ned a homomorphism of algebras Br P : Z(FG) ! Z(FC G (P )) between the centers of the corresponding group algebras (see CR87, x58] ). This Brauer homomorphism plays an important role in representation theory, in particular for the formulation and proof of Brauer's three main theorems on blocks.
The Brauer homomorphism was later generalized from group algebras to modules (see Br] is called the Brauer construction. It is known that V (H) = 0 if H is not a pgroup. When H = P is a p-group and V is the group algebra OG endowed with the conjugation action then V (P ) can be identi ed with the group algebra FC G (P ), AMS Subject Classi cation: 20C11, 20C20 y Research supported by the DFG and the canonical map V P ! V (P ) restricts to the classical Brauer homomorphism Br P : Z(FG) ! Z(FC G (P )), composed with the reduction map Z(OG) ! Z(FG).
In this paper we extend the applicability of the Brauer construction further, in two directions. First we modify the de nition of V (H) in order to get nontrivial results also in cases where H is not a p-group. This is achieved by setting V tr (H;') (I; ) (V (I; ) ) + V (H;') ):
Just as the \classical" Brauer construction V (P ) is most useful with trivial source modules, our modi ed Brauer construction V (H; ') is most useful with linear source modules. We show that, for a linear source module V , the dimension of V (H; ') counts the multiplicity of the rank one module O ' as a direct summand of Res G H (V ) and that the dimensions of V (H; ') determine V . We show also that, when V has vertex P and source O for a homomorphism : P ! O , then V (P; ) coincides with the reduction mod of the Green correspondent W of V in N G (P; ). As a consequence, we obtain that the functor V 7 ! V (P; ) induces a one-to-one correspondence between the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable linear source OG-modules with vertex P and source O and the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable projective F N G (P; )=P ]-modules.
A nontrivial p-group P will, in general, have many homomorphisms P ! O but only one homomorphism P ! F . In order to avoid such phenomena, we study the reduction of linear source modules modulo high powers n . We show that, for su ciently large n, reduction modulo n induces an injection (but not a surjection, in general) from the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable linear source modules over O into the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable linear source modules over O= n O. This injection preserves vertices, sources and Green correspondents.
We also show that it su ces to choose n in such a way that n O = pO if p is odd, and n O = 4O if p = 2. In this way we obtain an explicit form of Maranda's theorem (cf. CR81, x30]).
Part of this article was written while the rst author has been visiting the University of Chicago to which he is grateful for the hospitality he enjoyed.
1 Notations and preliminaries 1.1 Throughout this article, G denotes a nite group and E its trivial subgroup.
Moreover, R always denotes a commutative ring, R its group of units, J(R) its Jacobson radical, and RG the group algebra of G over R. We setĜ(R) := Hom(G; R ), which is an abelian group under multiplication, and we denote by M G (R) the set of all pairs (H; '), where H G and ' 2Ĥ(R). Note that M G (R) is a partially ordered set with (I; ) (H; ') if and only if I H and = 'j I . Moreover, M G (R) is a G-set by conjugation: For g 2 G and (H; ') 2 M G (R) let g (H; ') := ( g H; g '), with g H := gHg ?1 and ( g ')(x) := '(g ?1 xg) for x 2 g H. By N G (H; ') we denote the stabilizer of (H; ') in G. Note that the G-action on M G (R) respects the partial order. For a prime p we denote by M G (R) p M G (R) the subset consisting of those pairs whose rst component is a p-group. For ' 2Ĝ(R) we denote by R ' the RGmodule which has R itself as underlying R-module and carries the G-action given by g = '(g) for g 2 G and 2 R. If ' = 1 is the trivial map, we just write R instead of R ' . Note that ' 7 ! R ' induces a bijection betweenĜ(R) and the set of isomorphism classes of RG-modules which are free of rank one as R-modules.
If is an R-order, we denote by mod the category of left -modules which are nitely generated as R-modules, and by lat mod the full subcategory of -lattices. These are the nitely generated -modules which are projective as R-modules. If V is a free R-module, we denote its rank by rk R (V ). For two -modules V and W we write V j W if V is isomorphic to a direct summand of W.
By N, N 0 , and Z we denote the set of positive, non-negative, and all integers, and by Q the eld of rational numbers. For a prime p, we write Z p and Q p for the ring of p-adic integers and the eld of p-adic numbers, the completions of Z and Q with respect to the p-adic valuation.
1.2 De nition For V 2 RG mod and any (H; ') 2 M G (R) let V (H;') := fv 2 V j hv = '(h)v for all h 2 Hg denote the R-submodule of (H; ')-xed points of V . Obviously, for g 2 G and (I; ) (H; ') in M G (R), one has V g (H;') = gV (H;') ; V (H;') V (I; ) ; V (E;1) = V : Thus V (H;') can be considered as an RN G (H; ')-submodule of V . where h runs through a set of representatives for H=I. It is easy to check that the sum does not depend on the chosen representatives and that it is an (H; ')-xed point.
The following properties of the trace map are immediate. if p divides jHj. Note also that V (H; ') = V (H;') =pV (H;') in the case that H is a p 0 -group. We will see that V (H; ') is free as a k-module if V is monomial. There is no immediate need to go over to V (H; ') instead of using V (H; '). In fact, the inclusion in (2.3.a) indicates that the construction V (H; ') is more natural than V (H; '). V (H; ') x where x denotes the H-orbit of x and V (H; ') x := Br (H;') (tr (H;') (Hx;'x) (V x )), for x 2 X. The subgroup N G (H; ') of G permutes the k-submodules V (H; ') x of V (H; ') in the same way as the H-orbits x. Thus N G (H; ') x = N G (H; ') x H, and N G (H; ') x acts on V (H; ') x via the homomorphism ' x ' : N G (H; ') x ! k de ned by (' x 
Proposition
where each summand is free of rank one over O. From this we get the decomposition of V (H; ') into its k-submodules V (H; ') x which are free of rank one over k. It is immediate that these submodules are permuted according to the canonical action of N G (H; ') on HnX. A Frattini argument shows that N G (H; ') x = N G (H; ') x H. If 'j Hx = ' x then for v 2 V x , a 2 N G (H; ') x and b 2 H we have
The result follows.
For any V 2 OG lat and any (H; ') 2 M G (O) let m (H;') (V ) denote the multiplicity with which the OH-module O ' occurs as a direct summand in Res G H (V ). Our next aim is to show that m (H;') (V ) is related to the k-rank of V (H; ') whenever V is monomial.
The following terminology will also be useful. For V 2 OG lat, we will call an indecomposable direct summand of the OG-End OG (V )-bimodule V a block of V .
The motivation for this terminology comes from the fact that, when V is the group algebra OG, considered as a left OG-module under multiplication, then End OG (V ) can be identi ed with OG, acting by right multiplication, so the blocks of V are just the blocks of OG in the usual sense.
It is clear that every V 2 OG lat has a decomposition V = V 1 V r into blocks V 1 ; : : : ; V r . This decomposition gives rise to a decomposition 1 E = id V = e 1 + + e r of the identity element 1 E = id V of E := End OG (V ) into pairwise orthogonal idempotents e 1 ; : : : ; e r in E where each e i is the projection onto the direct summand V i .
One checks that e 1 ; : : : ; e r are contained in the center of E. It 
is a decomposition of OG-E-bimodules, and the result follows.
The following result is now immediate from Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 2.5. Thus the ON G (H; ')-module V (H;') is P-projective. Let (Q; ) be a defect pair of V (H;') such that Q P. Then V (H;') j Ind NG(H;') Q (O ) and V = Ind G NG(H;') (V (H;') ) j Ind G Q (O ); so V is Q-projective. Since V has defect pair (P; ) we conclude that jPj jQj jPj.
Thus P = Q, and (P; ) is a defect pair of V (H;') .
We get the following consequence. In particular, one has:
Corollary
V (H; ') 6 = 0 () V (H; ') 6 = 0 () O ' j Res G H (V ) : Proof By Proposition 2.4, the functor (H; ') takes monomial OG-modules to monomial ON G (H; ')-modules, and it commutes with direct sums. Thus V (H; ') 2 kNG(H;') lin and V (H; ') 2 FNG(H;') lin; in particular, we have dim F V (H; ') = rk k V (H; '). In order to prove that rk k V (H; ') = m (H;') (V ) we may certainly as- )j H\ g P ) for some g 2 G. By Lemma 2.5 this implies that H \ g P is a Sylow p-subgroup of H and that 'j H\ g P = g j H\ g P . Thus (H \ g P; 'j H\ g P ) g (P; ), and there exists h 2 H such that h (H \ g P) = Q. Then h (H \ g P; 'j H\ g P ) = (Q; h 'j Q ) = (Q; 'j Q ). 3.8 We recall the Green correspondence as explained, for example, in Th, Proposition (20.8) ]. Thus let (P; ) 2 M G (O) p . If V 2 OG lin is indecomposable with defect pair (P; ) then Res G NG(P; ) (V ) has a unique (up to isomorphism) indecomposable direct summand W 2 ONG(P; ) lin with defect pair (P; ), W occurs with multiplicity one, and all other indecomposable direct summands W 0 of Res G NG(P; ) (V ) have defect pairs (Q; ) such that (Q; ) g (P; ) for some g 2 G. It may happen that Q = P. Conversely, if W 2 ONG(P; ) lin is indecomposable with defect pair (P; ) then Ind G NG(P; ) (W ) has a unique (up to isomorphism) indecomposable direct summand V with defect pair (P; ), V occurs with multiplicity one, and all other indecomposable direct summands V 0 of Ind G NG(P; ) (W ) have defect pairs strictly smaller than (P; ).
In this way one obtains mutually inverse bijections between IInd (P; ) (OG), the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable linear source OG-modules with defect pair (P; ), and the corresponding set IInd (P; ) (ON G (P; )). These bijections are called the Green correspondence with respect to (P; ).
3.9 Theorem Let V 2 OG lin be indecomposable with defect pair (P; ), and let W 2 ONG(P; ) lin be the Green correspondent of V with respect to (P; ). Then V (P; ) = W=pW and V (P; ) = W= W:
Proof We write Res G NG(P; ) (V ) = W W 0 with W 0 2 ONG(P; ) lin and x an indecomposable direct summand U of W 0 . Let (P 0 ; 0 ) be a defect pair of U. Then (P 0 ; 0 ) g (P; ) for some g 2 G and (P 0 ; 0 ) 6 = (P; ) by the remarks above. Thus, by Proposition 3.7, we have U(P; ) = 0. Hence V (P; ) = W(P; ). On the other hand, Proposition 3.7 implies that W(P; ) 6 = 0. Thus O j Res NG(P; ) Moreover, End FNG(P; ) (Ind NG(P; ) P (F )) = F N G (P; )=P ], so we obtain E= E = F N G (P; )=P ].
Thus reduction modulo yields a bijection between IInd (P; ) (ON G (P; )) and IInd pr (F N G (P; )=P ]), the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable projective F N G (P; )=P ]-modules. Combining this bijection with Theorem 3.9 we see that the functor V 7 ! V (P; ) induces a bijection IInd (P; ) (OG) ! IInd pr (F N G (P; )=P ]):
4 Reduction of linear source modules 4.1 We assume the notation established in 3.1. Let R = O= n O with n 2 N f1g. We denote by T R (G) L R (G) the subrings of the Green ring of G over R, generated by the linear source and trivial source RG-modules. More precisely, we may consider L R (G) (resp. T R (G)) as the free abelian group on the isomorphism classes of indecomposable linear source (resp. trivial source) RG-modules. Obviously both diagonal maps are surjective, the kernels consisting of those endomorphisms whose image is contained in Ind G H (O ' ), resp. Ind G H (R ' ). Therefore, the kernels are ideals contained in the respective radicals. Obviously the left diagonal map is a ring homomorphism, since it is induced by the canonical map End OG (Ind G H (O ' )) ! F O End OG (Ind G H (O ' )). Since the triangle commutes, since End RG (Ind G H (R ' )) is the sum of the image of the horizontal map and the kernel of the right diagonal map, and since the left diagonal map is a ring homomorphism, also the right diagonal map is a ring homomorphism, and the proof is complete.
4.5 Theorem Let n 2 N such that n > e=(p ? 1), let R := O= n O, let denote reduction modulo n O, and let V 2 OG lin be indecomposable with defect pair (P; ) 2 M G (O) p and with Green correspondent W 2 ONG(P; ) lin with respect to (P; ).
(a) The reduction V 2 RG lin of V is indecomposable.
(b) The pair (P; ) is a defect pair of V , and N G (P; ) = N G (P; ).
(c) The module W 2 RNG(P; ) lin is the Green correspondent of V with respect to (P; ). 
A correction
We conclude this article with lling a gap in the proof of Proposition 2.6 in Bo98]. 
